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Message from President Wyke regarding UMA's 2020 Commencement Exercises
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Message fro m President Wyke regarding UMA's 2020
Commencement Exercises
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Dear UMA Community,
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Chancellor Dannel Malloy has announced the campuses of the University of Maine System will be awarding degrees on
schedule for graduating studen ts, however, traditional in-person commencement exercises would not be possible during
t he COVID-19 pandemic. I know our entire UMA community shares in t he disappointment of our graduating students, yet
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acknowledge the necessity of this decision under these extraordinary circumstances.
Dr. Nirav Shah to provide Keynote

While an in-person ceremony is not possible, we are still planning to celebrate our graduates' accomplishments. I am
gathering a small committee of students, faculty, and staff to brainstorm ideas to share with the Commencement

Address at UMA Convocation
PHANTASMAGORJA, UMA'.S Senior

Committee. If you have thoughts you would ~ke to submit, please email them to uma.communications@maine.edu.
Thesis Exhibition, Opens in Danforth

Alternatives may include a virtual event, a postponement, or a combination of celebrations. As plans are finalized we will
Gallery

provide additional details.

Erskine Hall opens to joS1 Stevens

One of my greatest honors is to shake the hand of each graduate as they cross the stage during UMA'.s Commencement lt is

Hall in housing UMA Students

a celebration of a significant m ilestone that I know the entire UMA community shares. Please help me in reminding our
graduates that the accomplishment of receiving a degree will last a ~etime and the knowledge, skills, and experiences gained

FAA Collegiate Training Program to

at UMA will stay with them as they pursue new opportunities.

include UMA'.s Unmanned Aircraft
Syst ems Program

These are unprecedented times, but together we will adapt and find a way forward.
Dr. Nirav Shah to provide UMA

Sincerely,

Convocation Keynote

Rebecca M. Wyke, Ed.D.

President
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